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Psychopathic Psychology 

Forensic psychologists have been portrayed often in movies and shows such as Bones and 

Silence of the Lambs. However, the real thing is far from the media’s excited version of the 

career. Some say the job is less thrilling than TV makes it seem. This is, for the most part, true; 

but that doesn’t mean that it isn’t interesting. Forensic psychologists don’t spend a lot of time at 

crime scenes or chasing criminals. Instead, they research and interview. A huge part of the job is 

criminal profiling, which is a method that determines who may have committed a crime and 

why. Forensic psychologists study many different kinds of people, one of those groups being 

psychopaths. Psychopathic offenders and patients function almost entirely differently from 

“normal” people. They don’t connect well at all with others, are irresponsible, and tend to be 

violent. This makes them more likely to commit crimes than people who don’t suffer this 

personality disorder. The focus of this paper is psychopaths and how they are viewed and 

assessed by these psychologists. 

 How does psychology play into forensics? It may seem strange and irrelevant to laws 

enforcement, but it is, as a matter of fact, incredibly important. Forensic psychology is “the 

psychological assessment of individuals who are involved, in one way or another, with the legal 

system” (Ward 1). Psychologists who are in this practice not only study criminals, but they 

provide counseling for victims of various crimes and officers who undergo traumatic 

experiences. They evaluate law enforcement to ensure all officers and teams are psychologically 

fit for duty. When investigating criminals, they assess whether they are legally guilty of the 

crime or not. If someone is legally insane, they cannot be held accountable for a crime that they 
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may have committed. “In the U.S., a person cannot be held responsible for a crime if he/she did 

not possess a guilty mind” (Ward 1). Someone who was mentally stable at the time that the 

offence was committed would be said to have a guilty mind. Since forensic psychologists have 

education and experience in both clinical psychology and law, they are more qualified to 

interview and profile these offenders than average psychologists. 

 One of the biggest parts of a forensic psychologist’s job is criminal profiling. Criminal 

profiling can be extremely useful and reliable, but some worry that it does more damage than 

help. “While rooted in established practices of psychology and sociology, there is little empirical 

evidence suggesting that criminal profiles are actually applicable to reality” (Wachtel 1). Some 

worry that because many offender profiles come from only a few crime scenes, it’s impossible to 

draw a true scientific conclusion. It is a relatively new addition to law enforcement, which is 

another reason some people are still skeptical as to whether it is a legitimate resource or not. “In 

some ways, profiling is really still as much an art as a science” (Winerman 1). Professionals who 

are involved in criminal profiling have been psychologists for years, and have extensive 

background in both forensics and clinical psychology. In other words, they know what they’re 

doing. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has its own methods of criminal profiling, 

often without an experienced forensic psychologist. They focus mainly on investigative 

experience, while psychologists study cases and behaviors. Some psychologists believe the work 

should be left to them, because of how relatively new forensic psychology is. The FBI’s 

accuracy is sometimes questioned. The FBI developed organized and disorganized dichotomy. 

Organized crimes are planned and they leave little to no evidence that the crime was committed. 

Disorganized crimes are often clumsy and the offender may be young or under the influence. If 
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the profiler can determine if the crime is organized or not, it will tell what kind of person may 

have committed it and why. Organized behaviors are the “core variables” that show up 

frequently. Body positioning and concealing of the body usually tell if the crime was organized 

or not. “Serial murders can be divided into categories based on the way they interact with their 

victims: through sexual control, mutilation, execution, or plunder” (Winerman 1). Forensic 

psychology is relatively new with both the FBI and psychologists, but both methods have perks.  

With criminal profiling, it is possible to link one case to another, describe a possible 

offender, discover a motive, and to gather quite a bit of other crucial information that may assist 

with the investigation. Some seemingly trivial elements of a crime scene that can tell an 

experienced psychologist exactly what kind of person committed a crime are “the amount of 

planning that went into the crime, the degree of control used by the offender, the escalation of 

emotion at the scene, the risk level of both the offender and the victim, and the appearance of the 

crime scene” (Kotake 1). These are only a few of the aspects that forensic psychologists look at. 

They not only study the crime scene, but a detailed evaluation of the offender is required as well. 

This may or may not include an interview. The kinds of questions that forensic psychologists ask 

are designed to understand how the offender’s mind works. Such questions might include things 

such as: What was the murder planned? What kinds of victims were chosen? What are the 

physical and psychological characteristics of the offender? These questions are not without flaw, 

however, when dealing with certain types of offenders (including psychopaths.) 

Psychopaths are generally uncaring, irresponsible, overconfident, selfish, and they can be 

violent. One of the most recognized psychopathic traits is how uncaring they can be. 

Psychopaths are described as being “callous and showing a lack of empathy” (Hirstein 1). Unlike 

other people, they don’t feel guilt or remorse. If they were to hurt someone (whether it be an 
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accident or on purpose,) they would be numb, and feel nothing. Psychopaths are regular liars and 

they are incredibly irresponsible. “They blame others for events that are actually their fault” 

(Hirstein 1). They lie because it gives them power over whoever is confronting them, while 

decreasing their chances of being caught at the same time. They are overconfident and selfish, 

and often do things to draw attention to them. Most psychopaths are violent. Many will never 

become killers or criminals, but the individuals who do have no emotion or feeling for other 

people, which makes it simple for them to commit crimes without mercy or remorse. 

Psychopathic minds work in many different ways than “normal” minds do. However, it 

can be impossible to tell who is a psychopath and who isn’t. “There is a stereotypical view that 

serial killers are loners, antisocial, and unable to maintain any relations, but that’s mythology” 

(Mann 1). Many psychopaths never become criminals. Often, the individuals who do grew up in 

abusive homes and families. “They are often physically or verbally abused, abandoned, adopted 

under terrible circumstances or violated by a parent and grow up with profound feelings of 

powerlessness” (Mann 2). When psychopaths are emotional, they are trying to make an 

impression and disguise themselves enough to fit in. It is impossible to tell if someone is a 

psychopath just by looking at them. 

Psychopaths don’t only differ from other people in their mentality and personality, but 

they don’t even exhibit physical qualities of fear or guilt. There have been tests to see if there are 

physical differences, and these experiments proved that there are. When shown videos of 

someone in pain, the average person will tense up. Their blood pressure will rise, and their hands 

get sweaty. When a psychopath is shown the same video, there is little to no reaction. They lack 

understanding of emotion. “The absence of emotion makes the most basic moral concepts 

incomprehensible” (Lehrer 1). It is difficult for a psychopath to understand why something is 
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wrong, especially if it hurts another person. When an average individual does something at the 

expense of another, there is guilt. In a psychopath’s mind, there is no negative reaction. This 

makes it possible for them to commit crimes without guilt. 

Psychopathy is a personality disorder where its victims  

...are not disoriented or out of touch with neither reality, nor do they experience 

the delusions, hallucinations or intense subjective distress that characteristics most other 

mental disorders. They are rational and aware of what they are doing and why... (Perri 

45) 

There need to be adjustments to criminal profiling when a psychopath is involved, since they 

function so much differently than most do. An example of this would be when convicted killer, 

Christopher Porco, was questioned. One of the ways psychologists will go about interviews is 

trying to make the offender feel guilty so they will stumble and give themselves up. Since 

psychopaths don’t experience guilt, this didn’t have any effect on Porco. There were more flaws 

in the investigation and it wasn’t handled well. If the FBI had established Porco’s disorder, they 

would have been able to convict him much sooner. 

 Christopher Porco is an example of a psychopath. When he was 21, he broke into his 

parents’ house and murdered his father and attempted to kill his mother. She survived with 

extensive injuries. When a reporter called Porco several days later, hoping to get information, 

“Chris said this is how he first learned what happened to his parents” (Bell 3). When Christopher 

“heard of the incident” he notified the police. Psychopaths crave attention, and often respond to 

media involving their actions. His mother went into a coma from her injuries and was unable to 

recall the night when her husband was murdered and she was attacked. Over time, evidence 
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pointed to Christopher. In December 2006, Porco was sentenced to 50 years to life and charged 

with second degree murder and attempted murder. Christopher Porco lied through his entire life, 

but he seemed normal and fit in. In reality, he harbored no empathy for people. He shows no 

remorse for his crimes. 

 Psychopaths work differently than other people in many different ways, sometimes down 

to a physical level. Still, it can be impossible to pick one out of a crowd. Forensic psychologists 

are professionals who are able to do just that. They can observe and interview a person or a scene 

and be able to describe how the offender works, what they look like, and how the crime was 

committed. Their methods must be adjusted when dealing with a psychopath, but they work 

nonetheless. Experts in the field of psychology are constantly working to understand how 

psychopaths function, so that they can better their profiling tactics. Forensic psychology is a 

prominent and necessary part of law enforcement. Without it, there would be no understanding 

of psychopaths, and the world would be more of a dangerous place than it is today. 
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